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About Reel King ™
GENERAL INFORMATION
Game Type

20-line, 5-reel video with 'win series' feature

Theme

King, Royal

GAME FEATURES
Reel King™ Feature
Gamble Feature
Wild Symbol Feature
PAYOUT
Default maximum Win

On single line: 500 times the bet per line

Hit Frequency (%)

25% with 20 lines played

Progressive Jackpot

Not Suitable

Volatility

Variations
Variations (%)

94

Return (%)

94,00

GAME DESIGN
Game Theme and Graphics
In Reel King™ you are the king of the slot machines! Let the merry monarch
dance over the reels! With a bit of luck 20 win lines could bring you a hefty win
and the mini-slots in the bonus game will bequeath your player account with
some royal sums!

Main Game
Your aim is to land 5 identical symbols along a win line. In the regular game,
winning combinations begin on the first reel to the left and run along the win
line to the right. To win, the symbols must lie next to each other without any
other symbols between them. The Jester's Hat (Wild) substitutes all symbols.

Reel King Feature
After each reel spin up to 5 Reel Kings can randomly appear on the reels.
These kings have their own set of reels and can pay out various winnings. A
king disappears as soon as it doesn't land a win after a spin. The total win from
the bonus game can be between 5 and 500 times the total bet amount.
Trigger: 5 consecutive ascending reel stop tones triggers the Reel King
feature.
Top Prize: Maximum feature value is equal to 500 times the total bet when all
20 lines were in play when the feature was triggered
Feature hit rate: 1 in 50 games with all 20 lines in play

Rules
- WILD substitutes all symbols
- WILD symbol can appear on reels 3, 4 and 5
- Win lines pay from left to right
- Winning symbols must be consecutive
- All prizes pay on selected lines only
- Highest win only paid per selected line
- Feature can occur on a winning or losing spin

PAYTABLE
Payout is multiplied by bet per line
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FEATURE PAYTABLE
SYMBOL COMBINATION

PAYOUT (multiplied by bet per line)
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